n the last issue, Stephen Farrell’s “Practical Security” column was entitled “Why Don't We Encrypt Our Email?” (Jan./Feb. 2009, pp. 82–85). I thought back and realized that although I used Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) in the 1990s, when all my mail was on a Unix platform, I hadn't been able to encrypt or digitally sign my personal email for a very long time. The extent of my email security is in using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to be sure my Gmail access is secure, which is a feature configured as a user option rather than the default despite a known security flaw that lets attackers hijack Web sessions (see, for instance, http://blog.secure-my-wireless.com/2008/02/gmail-still-not-100-safe-even-over-ssl.html, which indicates that even SSL can be defeated but is an improvement).

As a former PGP user, I decided to try out the Gnu Privacy Guard (GPG, available at www.gnupg.org) along with FireGPG (getfiregpg.org) to use with Gmail. It was an interesting experience.

The Bootstrapping Problem
First, I had to install GPG. Its Web page gave all sorts of warnings about how the installer's digital signature should be compared against an advertised digital signature. It also said not to use the newly installed GPG to do this check because a compromised program could lie and report the required signature instead of its real one. So, without having GPG already (and with limited tools available on a simple Windows computer), how could I check the package's validity? I poked around some Linux systems until I found one with some version of GPG and ran the verification tool to confirm that the signatures matched. But what should an inexperienced user do, or someone with no access to anything but his or her own desktop?

Installing GPG was fairly painless, although I never quite got the companion “gpgee” Windows extension to work. This feature would have let me right-click on a file and encrypt it using GPG, either with a public or a symmetric key.

Next came FireGPG. Like GPG, it announced a signature for the Firefox plug-in. This time, I decided that because the signature and plug-in were coming from the same place, I could trust the signature about as much as the plug-in. We must truly take a “leap of faith” to use such software — after all, even if the signature and download match, all it tells me is that there was no man-in-the-middle attack to send me bogus code. It doesn't tell me that the plug-in I just installed isn't channeling a copy of every message to some offshore server. Worse, if the software were untrustworthy, it would be getting access to my most private messages, the ones that are encrypted so that even Gmail can't see them.

Anyway, once I installed FireGPG and restarted my browser, Gmail was augmented to look for signatures or encrypted mail that I receive and to allow me to sign and encrypt my outgoing mail. (See Stephen’s column for more discussion about how you can use tools.) The catch is that I have no keys for anyone yet, and I don't really know anyone who uses GPG — all dressed up for the party, but no place to go.

Public-key servers do let you search for people and see if they have a key. (You could look for me, and you'd find the PGP key I used a decade ago, for an address that no longer exists. If I were lucky, I could figure out whatever happened to my private key that goes with it. Then again, I understand users’ reluctance to supply keys at all, given that these repositories are excellent one-stop shopping sources for spammers to collect email addresses — that’s what is deterring me from uploading a key with my new address.) I tried a few people, didn’t locate keys for...
any of them, and gave up. Of course, even if I found someone's key, the next question is whether I could trust it. The “web of trust” model says that if the key is “signed” by someone I trust, I can trust the key. The same holds true for a path of trusted keys used to reach the intended party. But how does a new user establish trust with anyone?

Of course, an alternative to the “web of trust” model exists, namely, certificate authorities (CAs). You can use X.509 certificates (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X.509) and CAs such as CACERT to get something that a real authority — rather than a handful of individuals — vouches for. You can even use notaries to affirm that people are who they say they are. As an extreme case, Barry Leiba tells me that at least one country now ties public-key certificates to drivers licenses! But CAs have issues as well, such as key expiration and revocation and the possibility of a compromised CA.

I’ll switch my focus from individuals to organizations, such as banks and hospitals. Stephen noted that for areas in which privacy is especially important, organizations could encrypt their mail, but they tend to take other approaches — for example, he mentioned that medical service providers use proprietary Web-based communication systems. This must be Anyplace But the USA, because I’ve never gotten a piece of email from any of my doctors, proprietary or otherwise. (OK, I admit that my dentist does sometimes communicate about scheduling appointments via open email.) I see a similar experience in another domain, though: many financial providers send email saying “come to our site” when they want to tell me something, without actually putting anything private in the email itself.

Someday, some large financial institution will bite the bullet and start signing its mail in addition to the other antiphishing tricks it currently uses (such as including the last four digits of my credit card in the mail). When it can both sign its mail and encrypt messages it sends to me, secure email will truly show its worth.

As an aside, Jim Miller’s column this month looks at CAs and user identities from another perspective: coping with collisions in the user identity namespace, especially over long periods of time. It adds a very interesting wrinkle to the discussion.

Issues of Trust

Let me return to some institutions’ practice of putting in safeguards that try to document their identity. When I go to a bank’s site and log in, and it presents me (via a secure connection) with an image and phrase that I previously gave it, I feel pretty good. I can be reasonably confident that I’m talking to the institution I intend. However, a man-in-the-middle attack is still possible — I could get a secure connection to someone else who uses my credentials to authenticate to the bank and present me with my image and phrase. This is why it’s good that some institutions present an extra screen when they see a user coming from a new address, asking for more information; however, a user’s reaction will probably be to provide the extra information rather than question why the security alert was triggered in the first place!

What about the bank that sends me email and “for security” includes part of my credit-card information? This seems to me to be more of a mixed bag.

In the last issue, I discussed a (literally, now) poor woman who lost a small fortune to online scammers. She erroneously trusted them because instead of telling her that she’d been picked randomly to help access the huge fortune of someone she’d never heard of, she was contacted because she’s the relative of someone who spent time in Africa. This targeted scam was way more convincing because it contained personal information.

These days, many forms such as credit-card statements display only a subset of the information you’d need to use the account. For instance, they print xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-1234 for an account ending in 1234. Receipts, which huge numbers of people in the sales industry can access, contain the same information, including the customer name. Imagine if someone could get the account number corresponding to an email address and then forge an email with the correct “security code.” Instead of being skeptical about a phishing attack, the recipient might be more inclined to believe the email to be legitimate and follow any provided link. Such targeted phishing has been referred to as “spear phishing” (see, for example, www.microsoft.com/protect/yourself/phishing/spear.mspx), though I believe existing targeted phishing focuses more on things like “Which bank does Fred use?” than “What is Fred’s account number?”

The same threat arises from social networking. I get huge amounts of spam that claims to be from people I’ve never heard of, and I get huge amounts of spam that claims to be from me. Both types are easily filtered, but what if a spammer were to
mine social networks and other public data to identify people a recipient knows? Not only did researchers demonstrate this approach some time ago,¹ documented cases now exist to solicit money from friends whom people whose Facebook accounts have been hacked and used to.

Although people should quickly learn to be skeptical when someone posts on Facebook claiming to have been robbed and needing money wired, they might be less suspicious when email from a friend asks for help. Some defenses, such as identifying which hosts can send mail on a given domain’s behalf, might provide some security here, as would signing mail from a domain (http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kucherawy-sender-auth-header). Using different email addresses in different contexts also provides help; if I give Facebook a different email than I give Citibank, I’m not going to believe the mail is from Citibank when it looks like it relates to Facebook. But in the end, we have to move to a more secure system with stronger safeguards in every message.

We have been warned.
(signed)

The One and Only Fred Douglis …

honest!
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